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We pride ourselves on being a dedicated team of highly experienced, battle tested advocates eager
to partner with clients to solve their legal and business challenges. The sooner you can get back to
doing what you do best, the better.

Every partner here is a trial lawyer. This gives us a unique and critical perspective from which to
develop successful, results-driven, and trial-ready litigation strategies.  From the outset of the case
through its conclusion, we are prepared to provide zealous and persuasive advocacy. Several partners
are former CEOs and business and advocacy leaders who leverage relationships and expertise to
accomplish your goals.

We are recognized as &ldquo;the small firm that takes on big cases and wins.&rdquo;  Our well-
earned reputation as a top-tier litigation firm with a national and international practice rests not only on
our fifty-year history of success, but also on the on-going confidence of our clients who entrust us
with their most complex and challenging legal matters.

 

"A reputation as somewhat of a Legal Houdini.&rdquo;
-Chicago Tribune
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Efficiency

We employ a time-tested approach to our clients’ legal needs to ensure their objectives are met. We
manage every case with intensive organization as we begin preparing for trial from day one. To reduce
litigation costs and streamline the path to success, we use discovery and motions practice to focus on
core issues and minimize expense. Our approach is founded on an early focus on key issues and
ultimate goals in order to deliver a timely and successful outcome.

Flexibility

Our experience and size give us the capacity to respond efficiently and effectively to dynamic client
requirements throughout various stages of litigation. Assembling the right team of attorneys and
experts allows us to pivot into action with the scalable resources to respond decisively to any
situation.
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Still Making History

We pride ourselves on the success we achieve on behalf of clients. Read about some of our notable
achievements over the last five decades.
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